10 WAYS TO EARN

SWISS GOLD GLOBAL

Building a New Generation of Real Wealth
Here you can learn about the ten ways to earn money with Swiss Gold Global.

There are three types of bonus:

1. **Basic Bonuses & Commissions**
   - Enroller Bonus
   - Uni-Level Bonus
   - Shared Revenue Commission

2. **Accelerator Bonuses**
   - Fast Track Bonus
   - Build to Bedrock Bonus
   - Lifetime Fast Track Matching Bonus

3. **Leadership Bonuses**
   - Ambassador Leadership Bonus
   - Generation Bonus
   - Check Match Bonus
   - Global Bonus Pool
In this Overview you will find a description of each bonus or commission, plus a summary of how and when each one pays.

At the beginning, you want to focus on the Basic Bonuses & Commissions and the Accelerator Bonuses.

In many cases, the way a bonus pays depends on the rank you have reached. Here is a list of the Swiss Gold Global ranks:
As a reward for your commitment and effort, every time you qualify for a higher rank, you will be paid a onetime Rank Achievement bonus beginning from $200 for the rank of Team Leader, to a $10,000 cash bonus for Platinum Ambassador.
There are Three Basic Bonuses & Commissions

These three bonuses provide the foundation to your income as a Swiss Gold Global IBO.

1. Enroller Relationship Bonus

*Description:* These bonuses are paid every month on active Members that you enrolled, and on active members enrolled by an IBO directly under you.

*How It Pays:* You earn 10% on Members you enroll, and 10% on Members enrolled by first level IBOs.

*When It Pays:* Monthly
2. Uni-Level Bonus

**Description:** The Uni-Level Bonuses are your share of the subscription dues that Members pay each month for our services.

**How It Pays:** It pays 5% of monthly commissions on Members enrolled by you and IBOs in your organization, up to 7 levels deep depending on your rank. When combined with your 10% Enroller Relationship Bonus, you earn 15% on your personally enrolled Members and 15% from Members enrolled by your first level IBO’s.

**When It Pays:** Monthly
3. Shared Revenue Commissions

**Description:** In addition to bonuses earned on the Membership subscription and education products, you can also earn money when people buy gold and silver. This is called Shared Revenue.

**How It Pays:** For every purchase of gold or silver, a small portion is available for commissions. 80% of this Shared Revenue is paid to you on your personally enrolled Members (E1). 20% is paid on the Members of your first-level IBOs (E2).

**When It Pays:** Weekly
The Three Accelerator Bonuses

These three bonuses are designed to give you an exciting start—and they go on paying every time you meet the requirements.

This one-time bonus is paid whenever a new Member is enrolled into Swiss Gold Global.
1. Fast Track Bonus

**Description:** This one-time bonus is paid whenever a new Member is enrolled into Swiss Gold Global.

**How It Pays:** You earn $55 each time a Member you’ve directly enrolled into Swiss Gold Global precious Metal Account and Coaching programs.

**When It Pays:** Weekly
2. Build to Bedrock Bonus

**Description:** This bonus is paid when three qualifying IBOs that you sponsor within your first 30 days, enroll a new Member into Swiss Gold Global in their first 30 days.

**How It Pays:** You earn an additional $200 when three qualifying IBOs that you sponsored each enroll a minimum of one Member into Swiss Gold Global Precious Metal Accounts and Coaching Program in their first 30 days.

**When It Pays:** Monthly
3. Lifetime Fast Track Matching Bonus

**Description:** If you qualify for Build to Bedrock Bonus you can earn another bonus when IBOs that you sponsor enroll Members into Swiss Gold Global.

**How It Pays:** As a qualified Build to Bedrock IBO, for every additional IBO you’ve sponsored (E1) and the (E1) enrolls a new Member (E2) into Swiss Gold Global Precious Metal account and Coaching Program in their 30 days, you receive Fast Track Matching Bonus $55.00. (see diagram).

**When It Pays:** Monthly
The Four Leadership Bonuses

These are four lucrative bonuses to look forward to when you have grown an organization with many IBOs.
1. Ambassador Leadership Bonus

**Description:** These are like Generation Bonuses and are earned by senior leaders called Ambassadors. They are an extra percentage of the income produced by your organization. This bonus is designed to give extraordinary rewards to extraordinary leadership performance.

**How It Pays:** Ambassador and higher titled positions may qualify for a 2% Personal Leadership Generation on the sales bonus volume of all their downline organization that has not yet qualified as an Ambassador to unlimited depth. This bonus is paid on all downline legs and is interrupted only by another downline Ambassador or higher titled position in a specific leg. When that happens, the 2% Personal Leadership Generation is replaced by a 3% BV Ambassador Generation 1 Bonus.

**When It Pays:** Monthly
2. Generation Bonus

**Description:** Generation Bonuses are designed to reward outstanding leadership achievements.

**How It Pays:** As a qualified Ambassador you are eligible for the Generational Bonus of 3% BV beginning with the first Ambassador leg or higher ranked person in your organization. You will earn this 3% Ambassador Generation #1 bonus on that Ambassador or higher titled rank person’s entire organizational volume down to the second Ambassador or higher rank in that leg. The Generation Bonus is paid on your Ambassador legs to three generations.

**When It Pays:** Monthly
3. Check Match Bonus

**Description:** The Enroller Check Match Bonus is one of the most exciting components of the Swiss Gold Global Compensation Plan.

**How It Pays:** The Check Match Bonus is available to Ambassadors and above. A bonus of 10% to 20% (depending on your rank) is paid on the total monthly bonus check earned by every IBO that you have personally enrolled who reaches the Ambassador or higher rank.

**When It Pays:** Monthly
4. Global Bonus Pool

**Description:** The global bonus pool is another way for top leaders to earn extra money. A pool is divided proportionally between leaders according to their achievements.

**How It Pays:** The Global Bonus Pool is 1% of all BV earned by the company in a single year. It is divided into four pools for Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum Ambassadors. The pools are distributed to Ambassadors on a pro-rata basis.

**When It Pays:** Yearly
IMPORTANT NOTICE:

All bonuses and commissions are subject to precise qualifications.

To see the full details, please refer to the complete Swiss Gold Global Compensation Plan, available in your Business Center.

All bonuses are based on Bonus Qualifying Volume, a dollar amount for each product on which bonuses are paid.
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Talk to The IBO Who Showed You This Presentation